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Introduction

A stock exchange may be reEarded as the fulcrum point of the
capitalist system. It constitutes the mechanism whereby the
means of production of a society may be owned, not by the state,
but by the comnunity at large, and pursuant to which the strong
may prosper and the weak may be consumed. It is therefore ironic
that within this bastion of the private enterprise system, the
means whereby a broker carries on his business, and funds his
operations, are subject to a start'li ng degree of regu'latory
rest,riction and invo'lvement,
At the same time, it must be
acknowledged that October, ,l987 saw a stock market crash of
unprecedented proportions, in which the instance of failure on
the part of brokers has, to date at least, been minimal. This,
in part,

¡

may be testimony

to an effective regulatory

system.

From a lawyerts point of view, the preparation of a paper on
"Fi nancìng of Brokers" 'is i nit'iaì'ly appea'ling, but one soon
thereafter becomes lost in something of a regulatory morass. For
the sake of us all, this afternoon, I will endeavour to delineate
the boundaries of the bog, but to tread as l'ightìy as possibìe
across 'its surface.

0n a practical basis, the funding needs of the business of a
broker are relatively easy to describe. They may be expected to
encompass

(i

)

the fol lowing:

the

fundi

ng of

obì

igations

assumed in
agent;

selling of stock in his capacìty as

the buying

and

(ii)

the funding of obìigations assumed in the buying and
selling of stock in his capacity as principal;
('¡ i i ) the funding of
obì igations assumed pursuant to
underwriting and p'lacement arrangements;

(iv)

and

the provision of extensive resources for investment
research, communication and storage of investment data,
and the bac kroom fac i I i ti es requ i red to hand I e the
process'ing of stock transfers.
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I must address are the reguìatory ob]igations that
qre placeci upon a broker, that either stipulate the level of
financial contribution withjn the business, or constitute
operative. constraints upon his funding arrangements. Against
this backdrop, I would then like to coniider thã security tñat is
available to a broker for the purpose of financing, and, finalìy,
I propose to look briefìy at what has become the-primary sourãe
of financial contribution, equity participat,ion by instìtutional
shareholders, and the possible legal pitfaìls that may result,.
Regulatory Requirements of Brokers for Flnance
Outline: The regulations which directly control the requirements
õilEroners for i'inance are to be found in the Business'Rules of
the Australian Stock Exchange and in the conditions of his
ldhat, however,

licence as a dealer under the Securities Industry

ital Li
ustra ian

Ca

u?

ASX

s't

Code.
Rul

1.1:

The

imite ìs a company imited by
guarantee. That company may hold, or may cause its state
subsidiaries to hold, officiaì meetings of its member
organisations. The business of such meetings is to make prices,
effect sa'les, and record quotations a nd sales of securities. In
order to participate at such officia I meetings, one must be a
member organisation. The articles of association set forth the
requirements for membershi P, and provide for the makin g of ruìes
for the order and good government
of the member organisations of
the Exchange and i ts affairs, includi ng rules with respect to the
conduct of business b y the member orga nisations. A broker, as a
member of that company, is according ly contractuall y bound to
comply with the Busi ness Rules and such compliance i s c'learly a
cond i t,i

on

of

tock

h'i

c

nge

s conti nued

membershi p.

Rule 1.1 sets . forth the capital 'riquidity requirements of a
broker. A broking partnersh.ip not including a corporation must
ensure at all times that the Adjusted Liquìd capìtal in it,
business is not less than g50,ooo.oo o" 5 percent of the
Aggregate Indebtedness, whichever is the greater.' A broker wniãn
is a member corporation must ensure a[ a]l times that the
44jqr!94 _Liquid capital in its business is not less than
$250,000.00 or 5 percent of the Aggregate Indebiedness, whichever
j s the greater.

importance of these requirements cannot be over-estimated.
Ilr"
The oblisation to maintain thar revel of captlål iiõuiãìiv -riil
constitute an active constraint on the growt,h of the'businäss of
a broker in a bull market. It will dãtermine the nature of the
security that the broker may offer to the financier. Noit
importantly, a market crash may result in a breach of that
requirement. A broker who is in breach cannot continue to trade,
and th'is in turn will cut off the cash flow that may have uããn
relied uDon bv the financier in the approval of the finance
faci I itiei.
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As stated, the

requirement is for Adjusted Liquid Capital to
exceed the stipulated dollar amount, or 5 percent of Aggregate
Indebtedness, whichever is the greater. A full analysis would
require a detailed consideration of the definitions of the terms
"Ad¡usted Liquid Capitaì" and "Aggregate Indebtednesst' which in
turn would lead to definitions of "Liquid Capitaì't, t'Approved
Adjustmentsrr, "Approved Subordinated Debt" and "Exc'luded Assets".
l¡Jhat fol lows i s i nstead a more superf i cia'l analysi s. The
Adjusted Liquid Capital of a broker includes his curent assets,
at the lower of cost or market, from which there are excluded
assets which are not readily capable of realisation.

In additìon, there may be taken into account an unconditional
approved bank guarantee in favour of the Exchange, which is not
secured by a charge over the assets of the broker.
The Aggregate Indebtedness of the broker means his total
liabìlities, but excjudes amounts adequately secured aga'inst

other assets and approved subordinated debt.

The Business Rules contain detailed provisions which prescribe

the conditions upon which subordinated debt may be approved. The
basic concept, as might be expected, is debt owi'ng by the broker
on condit'ions such that any right of the creditor to receive
payment in the case of bankruptcy or 'liquidation is to be
subordinated, to such extent as will ensure pa¡rment, or provision
for pa¡rment, of all claims of all other present and future

creditors of the broker, in priority to the claims of all
subordinated creditors. The terms of the subordinated loan deed
must be approved by the Exchange, and must include certain
specified provis'ions.
In particular, these must address
arrangements to cover 'liquid asset requirements upon the maturity
date of any loan for a fixed term, and a proh'ibition on repayment
if the Exchange is not satisfied that the broker is capabìe of
continuing to comply with the regu'latory ob'ligat'ions foììowing
such repayment.

the somewhat tedious definitions which I have
over, the concept is relatively clear. The objective is
that there be within the business of the broker currently
available assets exceeding 5 percent of the indebtedness of the
business. At face va'lue, this might not be seen as an unduly
harsh ratio, but it must be considered against the operational
realities and practices of the industry.
in addition, there must be taken into account the underwrit.ing
obìigations that may be assumed by a broker. In its simplest
terms, an underwrìting agreement is an ob]igation to procure
appìications for the shortfall, if any, arri'ing upon a stock
issuing' There is a saying amongst solicitors thát there are old
solicitors and bold solicitors, but few old botd solicitors.
That saying has equaì appl ication to underwriters. An
underwriter, like any successfui Queensìand Sp Book-ie, wi'll have
laid off his commitments to sub-underwriters before signing the
Notw'ithstanding

passed
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underwriting agreement. In the best of families, however, things
can go wrong, and a sudden obligation to take up a substantial
portion of an issuìng, whjch comes onto t,he market at a reduced
price,
may well have in¡ned'iate impact upon compliance with the
'l
i

quidity

requi rements.

of Dealerrs Licence - Securities Industrv Code: The
f the
conditions applicable to the hoÏding of a dealer's ljcence under
the Securities Industry Code, Section 43 provides that a person
shall not, cary on a business of dealing'in securities unless he
is the holder of a deaÏer's licence. Section 51 confers on the
Corporate Affairs Commission, a discretion to impose conditions
and restrictions when granting a dealerrs licence or at any time
when the licence is in force. The section specifically states
that such condit,ions and rest,rictions may include those relat,ing
to the financial position of the holder of a dealerts licence.
Ïn practice, the Commjssion does not impose an independent
obligation upon brokers, but instead relies upon compliance with
the capital liquidity requirements set forth in the ASX Business
Rules. Such compliance is incorporated as a condition to the
Conditions

I i cence.

This must also be read subject to Regulation 18 of the Securities
Industry Reguìations. A licence is deemed to be granted subject,
to a further condit,ion that the holder shall immediately noi'ify
the Commission in writing of any matter that may adversely affect
the f inancia'l position of the holder.
Operational

In

Requi rements

of the funding requirements of a brokerts
is necessary to have regard to the operational

any consideration

business, it

environment

in which

he operates.

A broker who buys or sells stock on the Exchange, on behalf of a
c'lient, does so as agent for an un-named principal. As such, he
is liable on the contract formed, either to pay the purchase
price or to deliver the scrip. Business Rule 4.33 provides that
ten business days sha'll be allowed for delivery of securities.
where a broker fails to deliver securities in accordance with
that Rule, thq buying broker may institute the buying-in
procedures set forth in Business Rule 4.4. The curious ánomaly

in the Rules is that it 'is nowhere stated that there is an
obìigation.upon the buying broker to make payment to the selling
broker within ten business days. In an earlier editjon of the
Business Rules, prior to the incorporatjon of the Australian
Stock.Exchange Limited, the Rules did contain such a provision.
The document that is currentìy issued by the Exchangä, headed
"Memorandum and Articìes of Assóciation and Business Rúles" does
in fact contain a provision which is headed "Ten Day Net
Sett,lement", but the provisjon is left blank. Notwithstuåd.ing,
it is commercial practice that where delivery of the securitiãs
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His recourse in such circumstances is set forth in Business Rule
3.6.2. In such an event, the broker may re-sell the securities,
the subject of the contract, at the ciientts rjsk and expense,
which expense shall include brokerage and stamp duty. If a loss
results, the client is required to account to the broker for that
loss. If a profit results, the broker is required to account to
the client for the

same.

The ob'ligation upon the broker to complete the buying
transaction, and his abi'l ity to re-sel ì and recover any
consequent loss, are central to the well-being or otherwise of
the broker's cash flow. tdhilst it is a diversion from the strict
topic, it, is relevant t,o consider brief'ly the question as to
whether or not the terms of the Business Rules and the accepted
practices and procedures are deemed to be a part of the contract
entered into between the broker and the client. In tJ. Noa'll &
Son v. tJan [1970] VR 683, Menhennitt J. considered
is issue,
and, in reaching his conclusion that the Exchange Rules and
Regulations h,ere a term of every dealing in which the plaintiff
had bought or sold shares, relied upon the endorsement on the
contract note of the terms "subject to the Ru'les and Reguìations
of the Stock Exchange of Melbourne". In that case, the defendant
had dealt regular'ly with the plaintiff, and had received regu'lar
notice that the transactions would proceed upon that basis. The
judge therefore found that it was unnecessary for him to express
any view as to the alt,ernative base upon which the plaintiff put
its right, namely common law or custom.
Ifr his were the extent of the authority, a broker would be hard
pres sed to incorporate the Business Rules into his contract where
the client had not prev 'iousìy dealt, or dealt infrequently. The
matt er would seem clear ly to have been put beyond doubt by Street
J. (as he then wa s) i n Bonds and Securities (Tradinq) Pt.v. Ltd.
v. Gìomex M ines N. L. t 1e@ffi
"Each party, by employing a broker to buy and sell shares in
the Stock Exchange, authorised him to act according to the
usages, inc'luding any re'levant articles and regulations of
the Stock Exchange. The course of business in dealings of
the Stock Exchange will provide the context in which the
contractual relationship
between the present parties is to
t'
be determi ned.

There are, accordingly, comprehensive provisions within the
Business Rules which require the clients of brokers to perform
within stipulated periods, and whjch confer upon the brokers
adequate powers to initiate buyìng-in procedures or the disposal
of securities purchased on behalf of defauìting clients. In
theory, these provis'ions are al1 very well. In practice, t,he
heady atmosphere generated by a rampant bull market contributes
not only to large volumes of transactions in respect, of which the
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brokers are not jn funds, but major delays in t,he handling and
settJement of market transactions. These delays arise both
within the brokerrs ourn back offices, dealing with the processing
of market transactions, and with the registration by the
companies themselves of share transfers and the subsequent issue

of share scrip. The consequences are major disruptions to cash
flow and reputedly spectacular overdrafts by certain major
brokers.

The cycle wit,hin the brok'ing industry is seen time and time
again. As the volume of transactions increases to what appears
to be an inevitable breakdown of the system, the problems are
alleviated by a major market crash. The concern from the
financier's point of view is that at the time the brokerrs need
for fjnancial assistance is greatest, the internal cont,rols and
procedures are at their least. 0n the other hand, those brokers
who have seen it all before are reluctant to gear up for a volume
of trading which cannot, in the long run, be sustained,
The further area in respect of which brokers have sought
financial accommodation is, of course, with respect to their own
dealings. Participation by brokers as principa'ls in the market
is recognised within the Business Rules of the Exchange.
Business Rule 3.1 sets out the requirements for djsclosure where
the broker ìs acting as principal. Pursuant to rule 5.6, a
client order is to take precedence over the order of the broker.
It is, however , salutory to reflect upon the followÌng comments
by Street J. in the Glomex Mi
N. L. Case

"There remains yet another aspect of concern in the
circumstances disclosed in the present case. I had occasion
in Hewson v. S.vdney Stock Exchanoe Limited [1968] 2 NSIJ LR

2Z+ -E-731,
members of the

cä inherent in
in shares on their own
account. Their duty is to act for their cl'ients, not to
enter the market themselves and trade in competition with
them. The moralìy unhealthy practice of sharebrokers being
also share traders is seen to have been blatantly camied on
in the present facts, r.. hlhichever way one seeks to
rationalise or just'ify this course of conduct ..., one is
confronted
with an unacceptable situation of conflict of
tr
Stock Exchange trading

interest,

Regulatory Constraints

Outline:

An ana'lysis of the flexibitity available to a broker in
org-dnis'ing financing must also take intó account some additjonal
regulatory constraints. These are aga'in to be found in the
provisions of t,he Securities Industry Code and the ASX Business
Rul es.

of Trust Account: Section 73 of t,he Securi ti es
Industry code requires the maintenance by a dealer of a trust
account, and the payment into such an account of all moneys held

Mainte¡ra¡ce
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by him in trust for a client, not ìater than the next business
day following the day on which they are received. This provision
is reflected in similar terms in Business Rule 1.2.2.
The presence of this provision may well reflect, the further
comments of Street J. the Glomex Case to which I have referred
earj ier. At that time, the relevant regulatory provisions
required the pa¡rment of trust moneys into a trust account not
later than the third banking day after such moneys were received.
Evidence was given to the effect that moneys would customarily be
paid into the general account of the broker, either to be paid
out or, presumably, to be paid into the trust account within the
stipulated period. In the event of a failure of the broker, the
trust funds would ciearly have been mixed with t,he brokerts own
funds and the trust would be defeated. Street J. expressed the
hope that the Stock Exchange authorities would direct some

attention to those inadequacies, and 'it
appropriate

would appear

that

the

amendments have been made.

In a continuation of the protective mechanism, s.74 of the
Securities Industry Code specifies the purposes for which moneys
may be withdrawn by the dealer from the trust account, and this
also is reflected in Business Rule 1.2.2(4).
Loans From

Clients:

The second

constraint is concerned with

t,he

procedures required for the mak'ing of loans by clients to
brokers. Reference should be made to the decisjon of the High
Court in i986 in Da'ly v. The Sydney Stock Exchanse Limited (1986)
4 ACLC 283. The case arose out of the colìapse of Patrick
Partners in 1975, and involved a claim aga'inst, the fidelity fund
of the Exchange with respect to moneys lent to and not repaid by
the firm. A client of the firm, who had wished to invest moneys
in shares, had been advised by an employee that the time was not
ripe, and that he should instead lend the moneys to the firm,
The firm was ostensibly large and prosperous, but in fact was in
a precarious financial situation. The point in issue was that,
in order to come within the operation of the fidelity fund, the
money must have been entrusted to, or received by, the firm for
and on behalf of t,he c'lient, or by reason that the firm was
trustee of the money. The Court concluded that the firm had
received the moneys as a borrower, and not as a trustee, and that
no constructive trust could be derived from the circumstances,
The client was therefore precluded from claiming.

The

Business Rules adopted by the Australian Stock Exchange and

s.67 of the Securities Industry Code now set forth a more
detaiìed regulatory procedure, l,lhere a client lends money to a
broker, the broker shall deposit the moneys in a trust account,
furnish to the client a document, in prescribed form, setting out
the terms and conditions on which the loan is made and accepted,
incìuding the purpose for which and the manner in which the
moneys are to be used by the broker, retain the moneys in the
account until the client has g'iven to him a written statement
acknowledging that t,he client had received the document, and use

90
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the moneys on'ly for that purpose. The prescribed form is set,
forth 'in a Schedule to the Securit,ies Industry Regulations and a
form of letter is also contained in Appendix 6.1 to the Business
Rules. The forms are not identical, and one might well argue
that the Appendix to the Business Rules jn fact does not go far

enough, particularly with respect to disc'losure of the purposes
for which the moneys are to be used, to completely conform to the
requ'irements set forth in the Securities Industry Code.

It is also of interest to note that, the Appendix to the Business
RuTes requires the statement that the loan is not protected by
the fidelity fund of the Exchange. This presumabìy gives effect
to the decision in Dalyrs Case, but one might argue that there is
now a distinction bãTì,,een tñe situation thãt periajned in Dal.v's
Cpse and the present requirement. The funds are nou¿ receivecf-by
the broker as a trustee, and thereafter applied from the trust
account to the use of the broker. It would seem to me at least
arguab'le that, as the moneys had initjally been received by the
firm as trustee, the requirement for a claim against the fidelity
fund may be met.
of Cli
Documents:
l
Securi ty
cert,i f i cates
ivered to a broker in t e course of his acting on behalf of a
client are no doubt trust property which the broker, as a
fiduciary, is bound to hold at, t,he dire ction of the client. This
oblìgat,ion is given statutory effect in s.72 of Lhe Securities
Industry Code. The section does, however, recognise the
circumstances under which a broker may deposit, as security for a
loan or advance made to the broker, documents that are the
property of a client and for which th e broker is accountable.
Those circumstances arise where an amo unt is owed to the broker
by the client in connection with a tra nsaction entered into on
behaïf of the client. The important requirement is that the
amount of the loan not exceed the amo unt owed to the broker by
Holdi
e

¡

the cl ient,

Brokerts Lien
Reference has been made to the provisions of the rule which
enables a broker to re-sell securities for which the client has
fai'led to make pa¡rment. A broker may well hotd other securities
on behalf of the client, and it is sett'led that the broker hoìds
a lien over those securities for moneys which may be owing in
of other transactions: John D. Hope & co. v. Glendiñninq
fg:pggt
(1911) AC 4"19. The difficuttmstri
lien, that is, a passive right to retain the securities, and in
the absence of further agreement there is no power of sale.

of the Security that aay be offered by a Broker
In the end result then, what is the security that is available
for a financier provjding financjal accoñrmodation for the
business of a broker? In a prosperous business, there is no
doubt value in the goodw'ill and t,he'client list,
This value is,

Anaìysis
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however, subject to the cyclical vagaries of the industry, There
is secondly the book debts of the business which, in a buoyant
market, wiïl represent the bulk of the cash flow of the broker,
and the reason for the necessity for financial accommodation.
The broker should be protected aga'inst the book debts by the
holding of scrip, but in a falling market the value of the scrip
will not provide full cover. It is precisely in those

circumstances that the recoverabiìity of the debts will be most
affected. If the broker engages as a principal, there may weiì
be scrip available as security, and there are finally the
personal assets of t,he broker. Several elements must always be
considered:

(a) the

value of the goodwill and the continuation of the cash
flow generated by the business wi'11 depend upon the business
being
continued, which 'in turn will depend upon the cap'ital
'liquidity
requirements being maintained;

(b) the granting of financial accommodation, unless ft is by way
of approved subordinated debt, cannot assist the position
with respect to the available capital liquidity, and the
taking of security will diminish that liquidity;
(c) the value of the goodwill, the contjnuat,ion of the cash
flow, the recoverability of the book debts, and the value of
the broker's own scrip will all be linked to the fortunes of
the market.

All in all, it

must be acknowled g ed, from a financierts point of
view, that there are ìnherent pro b I ems.

Financing through Equity

The demands imposed by the financial needs of a broking
organisation are no doubt one of the factors that has led to the
revolution over the past four years in the general ownership
structure and pattern of brokers. The ability to incorporate,
together with the introduction of 50 percent ownership by non-

members, followed by 100 percent ownership by non-members, has
ent,i rely changed the face of the profession. A'll major
Austral ian Trading Banks own broking organisations. Seveial
major broking f irms are pub'lic1y 'listed. Fer,l of the major
players do not have major institutional shareholders. One must
ask whether, without the presence of the major shareholders wjth
independent resources, the demands of the bult market and the
following crash could have been accommodated with as ljttle
externa'l sign of stress as has in practice been found possible.

Conflict of Interest

I would therefore like to look briefly at what might be the
consequences of fuli ownership by financial institutions of
broking corporations, and to sound a note of warning. The
possibi ì ity of confl ict of interest in this area abounds.
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Street J. in the Glomex Mines Case, also expressed his views with
respect to the ffihe
roles' of underrrriter and
broker in the following terms:

"There is already

some disquiet associated with a broker
ng outside his role and fulfi ì I i ng underwriti ng
functions such as are more becoming to a financier or
merchant banker. The matter of concern in a broker acting
as underwriter is the risk of loss to himself if the
underwritten issue is not filled. The presence of this risk
'involves at least the prospect of tajnting any advjce he may
tender to his clients in connection with the underwritten
shares. In the present case the multiplicity of interest
affect,'ing [the parties] in this underwritìng venture do not
need elaboration. It must have been difficult indeed for a
clÍent of the firrn to have obtained honest and disinterested
advice in connection with this floatation."
Consider, however, the addition of the further role of that of
banker. A common reason for equity raising is to reduce debt.
Can a banker, through its broking arm, legitimate'ly act as
underwriter, and procure subscription from its own clients, when
the objective is to reduce its own debt exposure? A multiptic.ity
of such factual situations readily come to mind. In Commerciai
Bank of Australia Limited v. Amadio [1983] 151 ç¡p lÇ
ffi
gave-lãFEct to the doctri nä of
unconsoionable bargain, with respect to the activities of a bank.
In North America, however, there are decisions that represent,
from a bankts point of view, far more alarming consequences.
Refer, for example, to the 1986 decision of the Ontario court of
Appeaì tn Stg!^dgrd Investments l;þiled v. Canadian Jmperial Bank
of Commerc
casffio
were customers of the defendant Bank, were planning a takeover of
a company by way of a share purchase, and they boirowed from the
Bank in order to finance their market acquis'itions. Indeed, they
had told the Bankts President in confidence at an arrangeá
interview everything of their p1ans, and he jn turn assured them
of the advice and assistance that the Bank could and would afford
them. However, a shareholder of the target, who held voting
control' was a director of the Bank and was opposed to the
takeover. Three months before the plaintiffs haä'sat down with
the Bankrs President,, the Bank had decided to enter the market,
and by acquiring shares to help prevent any takeover. Thereafter
it financed the acquisition of a strateg'ic 25 percent interest by
the defending camp and finally sold its own-interest to thal
gayp. The plaintiffs were thus left wit,h a minori ty 32 percent
holding, the final defeat of their takeover efforts, and an
inevitable subsequent drop in the market va]ue of their shares.
It was held that the Bank was, in the circumstances, a fiduciary
vis-a-vis the plaintiffs and during the relevant period was jn an
increasingly blatant, conflict of interest and duty position.
Damages_were awarded-against the Bank, necessari'ly runnìng into
the millions of dollars, in order to compensate ihe ptaíntiffs
for all that, they had lost, through investing in the shares.

steppi
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tdhilst this is the first Canadian authority holding that a bank
was subject to a fiduciary obligation to a customer, there is a
signìficant body of United States authority to this effect. The
question that arises in each case is whether the bank has crossed
the line from a debtor-creditor relationship to that of
fiduciary, If, in any set of circumstances, the loan is to be
appiied, in whole or in part, against the overdraft of another
customer of a bank, or a mortgage securìt,y is to provide security
for the unsecured debt of another customer, the conflict of
interest, and duty rule is at the bankerts door. These questions
readily arise in day to day banking relationships, but their
possibilìty is ever so greater jf the banker has assumed the role
of an overall provider of fu'll and comprehensive financial
services. Can the one financial institution provide financial
accommodation to a company, corporate advisory services with
respect to its floatat,ion, underwrite the issue of its shares,
and thereafter, through its broking arm, recommend to the bankts
customers the acquisition of the shares? The thrust of the North
American decisions 'is that when the bank has assumed an
obligation to a customer additional to t,hat of the strict debtorcreditor relationship, the relationship of a fiduciary arises,
To my way of thinking, the financial institution is wearing too
many hats to reconci I e his confl icti ng duties, I am not
suggesting that the Standard Investment Case represents the
current state of law in Australia, but, there is no doubt that our
own High Court is of a creative mind, and looks increasingly to

for its inspiration.
Another developing area of the law that may falj to be considered
jn these circumstances is the modern law of negl igence.
Reference should be made to the recent decisìon of the High Court
jn Hawkins v. Clayton, and in particular the judgments of
Justlffiennan ãlã-ffidron. Thai, case was concerñed-with the
difficult question of economic loss by reason of a failure to
disclose or volunteer relevant information, nameiy, the failure
by a firm of solicitors to disclose the existence of a wiìI.
Justice Gaudron, for example, addressed the issue as to what,
indicates the existence of a relationship sufficient to give rise
to a duty to exercise care in the giving of information when the
damage suffered is economic loss. she expressed this as follows:
"Thus a relationship of proximity may be constituted by the
reasonable expectation of a person ('including a reasonabìe
expectation that would arise if he turned his mind to the
subject) that the other person wi lt provide relevant
information or give reliable information, if that
expectatìon is known or ought reasonably to be known by the
person against whom the duty is asserted.t'
That is a very wide statement of principle, and must be of real
concern to all organisations that provide advice which may result
i n economic 'loss.
I emphas'ise t,hat the term "reasonabl e
expectationrr is adopted by the judge because she considers that
it is t'a concept which is more-reãdtly applicable to omissions
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than is the concept of reliance". A financial institution which
provides comprehensive services, including broking, may well be

a great risk, Its difficulty is that, within its
umbrel'la organisation, it knows too much, and corporate veils and
chinese walls may not save it.
Similarly, reliance on client
confidentiality is far from convincing where it is used to
justify a course of self interest in a situation of conflicting
running

i nterest.

There are of course the arguments to support the existence of
chinese walls and that in itself would waruant another paper.
The concept of chinese wa'lls finds recognition in the rules
against insider trading in the Securities Industry Code, and, in
the provision of the Business Rules, the term itself is defined,
Notwithstanding the compelling commercial arguments, it is not a
concept that finds great favour in the rarified precincts of the

courts.

The fundamental approach has been against anything that
and certainìy in the Standard
Investments Case, the chinese wall argument prov'i ded no
assistance. In Black v. Shearson Hammel I & Co. 72 Ca1. Rptr 157
(1968), for exãÑ, a stockbroker allowed his ag ents to
encourage clients to purchase shares in a company, on the basis
of positive information availab'le about that companyr when he, in

involves a conflict of duty,

fact,

was in possession of confidential information which
indicated that the companyts situation h,as parÏous. The
stockbroker u,as held liable for fraud.

The furt,her aspect is that there may welÏ, in the current tight
trading conditions, be a trend to integrate the owner with its
broking arm more cjosely, such that t,he major decjsions will
inevitably have full involvement of senior management, rendering
any argument on the basis of walls difficult to sustain.
Conclusion

I am conscious that this paper raises more prob'lems than it
solves. I have dwelt on the regul atory obì igations and
const,raints that prevail with respect to funding a brokerts
business, and the operational requirements of that funding. I
have endeavoured to analyse the substance of the security that
might be offered and have concluded that it is less than
encouraging from a financierts point of view, I have finalìy
expressed what I believe are serious concerns with respect, to the
consequences that might flow from t,he major involvement of
financial institutions in the ownership of broking businesses. I
can only conclude by saying that, notwithstanding whatever
matters I may have raised, most brokers of my acquainiance drive
faster cars, live in larger homes, go to more lunches, and
genera'l1y lead a Iifestyle more attractive than any humbìe lawyer
may

ever hope to aspire to.

